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How do I sign up for QR Pay?

QR Pay is installed via Marketplace in Lighthouse. Additional configuration may be required depending on the merchant’s 
point-of-sale (POS) configuration. We want you as dealers to enable this for the merchants so it doesn’t escalate to 
Support. We have very detailed instructions available on every brand.

Are there any additional fees associated with QR Pay?

No. QR Pay is free to install and use.

Does QR Pay work with any cellular phone?

Any device with QR code recognition and internet access can make use of QR Pay.

Can QR Pay be used for online orders?

QR Pay is not supported for online ordering at this time.

What payment methods does QR Pay support?

Apple Pay is currently supported, with support for Google Pay coming soon. Payment card information can also be 
entered manually.

Can a receipt be generated for a QR Pay transaction?

A receipt will be sent to the email address that the customer provides during payment.

Will QR Pay be supported even after COVID-19 precautions are no longer necessary?

QR Pay will be available and supported indefinitely.

Does a merchant with multiple locations need to use a different QR code for each location?

Yes. Each location would have its own unique QR code.

Are transactions processed via QR Pay considered “card present” or “card not present”?

QR Pay transactions are considered “card not present” when the card is manually entered. Apple Pay and Google Pay 
are considered in-app purchases.

Does the payment screen differ between Marketplace and UTG-enabled locations?

Locations using the UTG-enabled solution will not include a detailed description of items ordered.

Q
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Can the payment screen be customized for the restaurant?

Merchants with Lighthouse access can upload a logo to brand the payment screen. UTG-enabled locations cannot 
brand the payment screen at this time.
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How are split checks handled with QR Pay?

The check must first be split within the POS system. Then, after the customer scans the QR code and 
enters their check number, they will see each individual check for that order and simply selects the one 
they are paying.
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Can a merchant print their own fixed QR code on a coaster or table tent?

Yes. The code can be stored and printed on any surface the merchant would like.
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Can QR Pay be used with bar tabs?

A bar tab must be initiated on the POS, but QR Pay can be used to pay the tab like any other check. 
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How are refunds issued?

Refunds can be completed either on the POS directly or from Lighthouse Transaction Manager.
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How will the server know when the customer completes a payment?

Tickets will close on the POS once payment has been made.
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How are QR codes activated to print on the receipt?

Setup guides are available based on the POS system being used. Hospitality and Edgewater will not require additional 
configuration and will automatically enable this feature when the application is installed from Marketplace.
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Does QR Pay work for gateway-only customers?

Not at this time. QR Pay is currently only available for end-to-end customers. We are working on additional processor 
certifications to enable on-device implementation for gateway customers in the future, but on-check implementation will 
only be available for end-to-end customers.
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What version of Mozart is required for “on-check” configuration?

Mozart version 2.0.0.6 is required for QR Pay to be enabled on-check.
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What version of UTG is required for “on-device” configuration?

UTG version 3030 is required for QR Pay to be used on-device.
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What printers are compatible with QR code on-check?

Printer compatibility differs depending on the POS product.  Please see the individual POS configuration guides to 
determine which printers have been tested with QR Pay. Please note that, the QR code is static and can also be utilized on 
table tents or other printed media.
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Which departments will be responsible for support?

Future POS, Restaurant Manager, and POSitouch resellers are responsible for the configuration and support of QR Pay.  
Any additional questions should be directed to Advanced Support at advancedsupport@shift4.com. 

QR Pay for Harbortouch will not require configuration as the process has been automated. Any additional questions 
can be directed to POS Support.
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